B O - K A A P WA LKI N G TOUR

Engaging with locals is paramount when the goal
is to feel the heart and soul of a city. Take part in the
Ellerman House Bo-Kaap walking tour, meet the people
and understand why it is important to keep this vibrant
community alive. Bo-Kaap (roughly translated to HighCape) is aptly named as the small suburb that sits high
on the slopes of Signal Hill, overlooking the Cape Town
city bowl. The very first fragment of land ‘gifted’ to the
Muslim community by the Dutch, is easily identified by
the colourful homes of the residents. Many theories
linger as to the genesis of this animated colour palate
chosen for the buildings, all of which will be delved into
by your guide, Yusuf Voterson. Yusuf will take you on
a tour through the streets of Bo-Kaap and introduce
you to pillars of the community that helped create the
world you are visiting. Ranging from respected elders to
local hero’s. Enjoy a traditional Cape Malay lunch in one
of the colourful homes. Experience true South African
hospitality, while enjoying a delicious home-made meal.
With pre-arrangement, you can join in the preparations
and learn about the Cape Malay cooking techniques.
Your tour ends with meeting Ellerman House Executive
Chef, Grant Daniels – a Cape Malay cuisine expert. Visit
Atlas Trading, Cape Town’s iconic spice shop and learn
about the different flavours while selecting the spices
for your evening’s Cape Malay tasting menu dinner.
Kindly note that a 50% cancellation fee applies if the tour is
cancelled within 24 hours | A 100% cancellation fee applies when a
tour is cancelled within 12 hours | Rate excludes entrance fees and
the Cape Malay dinner should you request this option | This tour is
exclusive to Ellerman House | Prices are subject to change | Booking
more than a day in advance is essential | Transport and a private
guide is included

Half-Day Tour - 1-3 Guests
Half-Day Tour - 4-7 Guests

R3,600.00
R4,800.00

